GUINEA’S PRIORITIES BY SECTOR

Guinea has considerable Natural resources at the level of all of its eco-geographical regions. It is the country which abounds in the most important mineral reserves in west Africa with significal zones with particularities due to topography, soil, fauna, flora and climate.

Sunshine is generally high in Guinea and exceeds 2,000 hours per year. The lowest monthly values are recorded in the rainy season when the cloudiness is maximum over the whole country. (Ref: the Guinean environmental strategy document).

Given the importance of all that is mentioned above, the Republic of Guinea has set itself priorities in terms of renewable energy which it has included in its NDC as (commitment), namely.

- Make use of renewable energy deposits as a priority for the production of electricity (energy and electricity production)
- Put the mining sector on a net zero emissions trajectory by 2040 (Mine)
- Improve the efficiency of the national transport system (transport)
- Collect and recover urban waste (waste)
- Modernize the energy sector and place responses to cooking on a renewable trajectory (LULUCF-forest cover and forest fuels)
- Urgently curb deforestation through sustainable forest management and increased protected areas (LULUCF-forest cover and forest protection)